Sundance Window coverings
Vertical Blinds Specifications
Sundance Aluminum Headrail Strap System
Chain and cord control/ wand control
Sundance Track: will be aluminum 6063 T6 alloy and will
measure 1 3/4” in width and 1 1/4” in height. The wall thickness of the
track is ±0.040”. Available in painted ivory.
Carrier: Supporting vane shall have a plastic hook in a low-friction plastic body
(3/8”). Carrier shall have polyacetal plastic body and will traverse on rolling self
lubricating plastic wheels aligned in the channel runway. Each carrier will contain a selfaligning feature to keep vanes aligned.
Spacing of Louvers: Carriers are attached to each other with a nylon strap. Stems
are centered making the headrail reversible. Available in 3 1/8” spacing.
5. Rotation: The louver rotation will be provided by pulling a #6 nickel plated
operating chain. Stem rotates 180 degrees. An aluminum 4-prong tilt rod passes
through each carrier and imparts rotation to each carrier hook in unison via spur
gears. Smooth rotation, with a 3:1 rotation, is provided by a system in a molded
plastic control unit. The control unit allows the first vane to hang only 1/2” from
the window jam, offering minimal light leakage.
Traversing: Will be by means of a continuous polyester and nylon traverse cord
attached to the master carrier and traversing over plastic pulley wheels supported
in plastic end caps. Blinds may traverse right to left, left to right, or may be of a
split draw, centered, or otherwise specified. The cord will be held down by a
weighted cord pulley.
7. Vanes: Can be selected from the Vertical Collection.
Rigid vane material will be suspended from carrier hooks by means of a hole punched in
the top of each vane. A bottom chain to be provided, where appropriate.
8. Valances: Optional valances and returns are available in clear front-edged
grooved vinyl.
9. Support Brackets: Additional support brackets will be furnished for blinds over
42” in width. Maximum spacing for these brackets are 24”.
10. Extension Brackets: Optional.
11. General: The vertical blind shall be free of sharp edges, burrs, or other defects,
Cleaning
A. Clean soiled blind surfaces with a mild soap solution. Do not use steam, hot water,
bleach or any abrasive or solvent-based cleaners. Do not wash metallic colors.
B. To ensure proper drying, provide adequate ventilation for blinds.

